Get Salted.

Equine Salt Therapy

1-855-LUV-SALT

www.SaltChamberInc.com
ABOUT SALT CHAMBER

SALT Chamber is the pioneer in providing halotherapy access to horses (equine salt therapy).

We have partnered with the top trainers, owners, veterinarians and rehab facilities from around the world.

Owner Carlo Vaccarezza and CEO Leo Tonkin of SALT Chamber
Dry salt therapy (halotherapy) is where 99.99% pure grade sodium chloride (salt) is heated and then ground and crushed into very tiny microparticles.

These dry aerosol microparticles of salt are then dispersed into the air where they are inhaled.

The particles penetrate deep into the lungs, bronchi, bronchioles, and alveoli to aid respiratory concerns, while the non-inhaled salt particles are absorbed to combat skin conditions.
Horses have a respiratory and lung system similar to that of people.

And, like people, horses are exposed to the same air we breathe which often contain pollutants, pollen, allergens, airborne diseases and more. They often experience the same issues including inflammation, extra mucus, and restrictive breathing.

Horses have a large lung capacity and often have issues with normal mucociliary clearance, and, in fact, there are specific guidelines for measuring this excess mucus, especially with thoroughbred and racehorses.
A clean respiratory system from salt therapy will allow for:

- Improved Lung Function
- Increased Oxygen Carrying Capacity
- Clearer Airways
WHY SALT THERAPY FOR HORSES

These vital performance enhancers may:

★ Increase The Horse’s Stamina
★ Raise Energy Level
★ Run Faster
Horses also face extreme skin conditions from being exposed to wind, dirt, mud, and other factors.
Salt therapy reduces the reliance on antibodies and other harmful medication by providing a natural solution to day-to-day lung and skin issues. An ideal pre-race treatment since the pure grade sodium chloride hydrates cells that aid the horse to rest, recover and perform better.

DEDICATED DECONGESTANT

Respiratory problems can play havoc on a horse’s demeanor and performance. Ingesting the dry salt aerosol activates the horse’s own mucociliary escalator.

LOWER AIRWAY DISEASE (LAD)

Fairly common and often undiagnosed in horses that are usually retired from racing for poor performance. Studies indicate a link between poor performance and undiagnosed LAD. The salt particles from the dry salt aerosol are ingested deep into the horse’s lower airway to target LAD.
BENEFITS OF DRY SALT INHALATION

TREATS MUD FEVER
Salt therapy aids in the recovery of inflammatory conditions such as summer sores, mud fever, and cracked heels. It soothes irritation and dermatitis in the lower limbs of horses due to its antibacterial and antifungal properties.

REDUCES TRAVEL SICKNESS
Transport by road and sea can make horses susceptible to pleuropneumonia (travel sickness), a respiratory infection that affects the lungs and pleural (chest) cavity in horses. Salt therapy, before and after travel, uses the known antibacterial qualities of pure grade sodium chloride to target bacteria.

ANTIBACTERIAL
In many respiratory tract conditions, airways become narrowed and irritated and fill with mucus where bacteria flourish. Not only does salt therapy help expel bacteria through mucus clearance, but it’s naturally antibacterial.
Horses are susceptible to various skin complaints such as dermatitis, boils, mud fever, and ringworm. Salt therapy creates a microclimate where the salt that is not ingested falls and settles on the skin, where it is then absorbed. It’s antibacterial effect then treats skin conditions.

RAPID SKIN RASH CLEARANCE

Salt therapy works for horses by dissipating mucus from the airways and providing anti-inflammatory and bactericidal effects along with helping to clear unwanted, inhaled particles from the respiratory tract to remove airflow obstruction and maintain clear airways. The result is better lung function and improved overall performance, endurance, and recovery.

AIDS IN RECOVERY

BENEFITS OF DRY SALT INHALATION
Equine athletic trainers throughout Australia, the United Kingdom and most recently the United States are continuing to report outstanding outcomes utilizing all-natural dry salt therapy treatments on their horses.

**BENEFITS OF DRY SALT INHALATION**
BENEFITS OF DRY SALT INHALATION

Improvement in comfort and lung efficiency can make the difference between a winning horse and a losing horse.
HOW SALT THERAPY WORKS FOR HORSES

Once inside a salt room or mobile trailer, or by using a portable unit, a horse will breathe in the dry salt aerosol created by the halogenerator.

As the horse inhales the aerosol, the dry salt goes to work inside the respiratory system by acting as an anti-bacterial agent, clearing secretions, and dissolving bacteria and pollutants lodged in the respiratory tract.

Ultimately, this lessens inflammation in the lungs, thins out mucus build-up, improves lung function, and opens breathing passages.
HOW SALT THERAPY WORKS FOR HORSES

The microparticles of dry salt that are dispersed into the air and not inhaled into the respiratory system eventually fall onto the skin.

Because dry salt is ultra-absorbent, the microparticles permeate into the epidermis of your pet’s skin, absorb oils, and reduce the frequency of irritating skin conditions.

The natural antibacterial properties of salt can prevent the development of bacteria and help normalize the skin’s pH level.
The most effective way to provide salt therapy is with a dedicated room designed specifically for horses such as adding our SALT FX® halogenerator to a retrofitted stable or barn.
EQUINE SALT THERAPY – 12’ & 20’ CONTAINERS

Our latest all-in-one-box solution is transforming a 20 ft Shipping Container into Equine Salt Therapy.

- Totally Self-Contained Salt Chamber
- Transportable
- Built-in HVAC for climate control
- SALT FX® Halogenerator
- Built in exhaust system for purging between sessions for a ‘clean air exchange’
- 2 horse/4 horse capacity with divider
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EQUINE SALT THERAPY - TRAILERS
Pure Grade Sodium Chloride (Halo-Salt™) is a powerful mineral that is naturally antibacterial, anti-inflammatory and super absorbent.

As a horse breathes in the micron-sized fine aerosol mist of Halo-Salt™, the dry salt immediately begins to penetrate deep into the lungs absorbing and thinning mucus, killing allergens and bacteria, reducing inflammation and opening constricted airways.

This improves both breathing and oxygen utilization – improving cardiovascular health and in turn performance.
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